
March 2, 2023 
 
The Honorable Jennifer Granholm 
Secretary of Energy 
1000 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, DC 20585 
E-mail: IRAHomeRebates@hq.doe.gov 
 
RE: DE-FOA-0002981 
 
Dear Secretary Granholm: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Request for Information (RFI) in DE-FOA-

0002981 regarding the Inflation Reduction Act Home Efficiency & Electrification Rebate 

Programs. We are providing comments on behalf of Mission:data Coalition. Mission:data is a 

non-profit organization that advocates across North America for standardized access to energy 

data held by electric and gas utilities. For more information, please see www.missiondata.io.  

 
Our detailed RFI comments are included below. Owing to the large number of questions and the 
10-page limit on responses, we opted not to respond to some questions in order to provide 
greater detail on others. For your convenience, a brief summary of our recommendations is 
below: 
 

1. Explicitly support multiple usage data pathways including Green Button Connect, bill 
scraping, sensors or manual uploads 

2. Quickly publish data access guidelines for permission-based data exchanges, with a 
focus on Green Button Connect 

3. Start simple – begin with targeting and portfolio-level report cards because it may 
take time for some utilities to offer permission-based exchanges of usage data 

4. HEEHRA and HOMES rebates should be “stackable” without “double-dipping”   

 
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide these comments, and we look forward to working 
with you on successful implementation of this important program. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

Michael Murray, President 
Mission:data Coalition 
1752 NW Market Street #1513 
Seattle, WA 98107 
(510) 910-2281 
michael@missiondata.io 
 



General Comments of Mission:data Coalition 

 

Mission:data offers the following general recommendations to successfully implement Sections 
50121 (“HOMES”) and 50122 (“HEEHRA”) of the Inflation Reduction Act (“IRA”). 
Mission:data has on-the-ground experience in fifteen (15) states and the District of Columbia 
with accessing – or attempting to access – customer energy data held by utilities, with customer 
permission. This process is extremely varied across regions, ranging from simple and web-based 
in some utility territories (National Grid, upstate New York) to a cumbersome, paper-based, 
weeks-long process that requires payment of a $48 fee and hardcopy delivery by the U.S. Postal 
Service (Duke Energy, North Carolina). It is precisely this variety that creates both challenges 
and opportunities for DOE, state energy offices (“SEOs”), implementers, and aggregators.  
 
HOMES requires access to, and analysis of, consumption data of all fuels used in a home 
(electricity, gas, propane, etc.). Even the modeled approach to estimating energy savings, using 
BPI 2400, requires at least 12 months of historical energy usage. Whether using the modeled or 
measured approach, SEOs, contractors and aggregators will all need access to various types of 
energy data (some “raw” usage data, some analyzed) at different times.  
 
Mission:data wants to emphasize that there are many different methods in place today for 
customer-selected entities to access energy usage data. In areas where utilities do not yet offer 
Green Button Connect, various alternatives have been erected in order to provide energy 
management companies with energy usage information. Thus, our first recommendation is that 
DOE should “do no harm” to pre-existing methods of accessing individual customer usage data; 
DOE should explicitly sanction multiple usage data pathways including, but not limited to, 
Green Button Connect, bill scraping1, sensors/submeters and manual uploads. If DOE were to 
require a single data access method, the resulting administrative and soft costs would seriously 
undermine Congress’s intent of delivering maximum public benefits. 
 
In addition to supporting multiple usage data methods, DOE must also acknowledge that states, 
Tribes and territories are at very different starting positions in terms of usage data accessibility. 
The best way to tailor program requirements regarding usage data to each jurisdiction is to 
establish a two-phased data-sharing regime. First, for utilities that do not provide usage data 
in a streamlined or feasible manner, value to implementers (and aggregators) can be harvested in 
the short term via aggregated reporting by utilities. Aggregated energy savings calculations have 
been demonstrated to be effective while protecting an individual household’s right to privacy. 
Second, simultaneously and in parallel with aggregated energy savings reporting, DOE should 
help facilitate permission-based transfers of individual customer usage data using open standards 
such as Green Button Connect. The wisdom of a bifurcated approach is that aggregated reporting 
can “fill the gap” in jurisdictions that need one or two years to support permission-based 
transfers of energy usage data. 

                                                
1 “Bill scraping” refers to several different data-gathering methods. One example includes customers 
sharing their utility website username and password with an energy management firm or specialized data 
aggregator, which then uses automated software tools to electronically gather energy usage data. Another 
is the scanning of hardcopy utility bills and the application of optical character recognition tools to 
digitize energy usage data. 



More information on Mission:data’s recommended two-phased approach is provided in response 
to Section N, “Open Response.” Below, Mission:data responds to specific questions posed in the 
RFI. 
 
 
D. Designing Programs for Maximum Impact  

 

19. What data should program administrators and DOE collect throughout the program for the 

purposes of evaluation? What evaluation protocols should program administrators and DOE put 

into place before program implementation begins? a. How often should program administrators 

be required to evaluate program performance? How often should DOE evaluate the program?  

 

Response: Mission:data recommends that DOE and program administrators evaluate programs at 
least annually. If Phase A (aggregate reporting, further described below) is properly 
implemented, the administrative burden of periodic reporting will be dramatically reduced, and 
the cadence of improvements will be accelerated. 
 
 

F. Opt-In Tools, Resources, Technical Assistance, and Partnerships  

 

32. DOE may invest in tools and resources that states, territories, and Indian Tribes can elect to 

use to implement their programs. Program components could include (i) systems to track or 

process rebates, transactions, and improvements; (ii) systems to verify income eligibility; (iii) 

software to model and optimize savings; (iv) systems and/or forms for data collection; (v) model 

program templates program administrators can adopt in their application; (vi) stakeholder 

engagement guidance and resources; (vii) standardized datasets and APIs, and (viii) program 

marketing, education and branding.  

a. Which of these should be prioritized?  

 
Response 32(a): Mission:data urges DOE to prioritize (iii) and (vii), software to model and 
optimize savings, and standardized datasets and APIs. Item (iii) is likely to be challenging, and 
local and/or regional contractors working across multiple states or utility territories will need to 
easily track customer savings; the lack of standardization in modeling could lead to unnecessary 
administrative costs. Item (vii) should be a priority for DOE because standardizing on the 
minimum information requirements for projects is absolutely critical for effective 
implementation. For projects pursuing measured savings, Mission:data strongly recommends 
simplifying the submittal requirements to include only project address, historical energy usage, 
scope of work, project dates, and pre- and post-installation photos. 
 
 

33. What existing systems and tools can DOE, states, territories, Indian Tribes, program 

administrators, aggregators, and/or financiers leverage to implement the Home Energy Rebate 

programs?  

 
Response to 33: DOE, states, territories, Indian Tribes, program administrators and aggregators 
can leverage the aggregated reports recommended in Phase A (further described below) to 



immediately accelerate program implementation. In addition, as explained below in our 
permission-based data access guidelines below, Mission:data recommends that DOE publish 
guidelines referencing a comprehensive Green Button Connect implementation standard so that 
standardization can be maximized.  
 
 
J. Data Access and Sharing  

 

49. What should DOE consider when drafting energy usage data sharing guidelines?  

 

Response to 49: A comprehensive response to this question is virtually impossible given the 
space limitations. Nevertheless, in our experience working across 15 states and the District of 
Columbia, we would break down these considerations into two areas: (1) The principles that 
support a customer’s right to control his or her energy data, including who may access it; and (2) 
the avoidance of unfair or anti-competitive restrictions on the sharing of energy data that are 
often imposed by utilities. While (1) can be derived from first principles, (2) is responsive to 
issues experienced “in the wild” over the past few years with regard to utilities providing low-
quality data-exchange systems. For example, the taxonomy of data-exchange failures 
documented in our 2019 report include (i) data delays, (ii) incorrect data, (iii) unplanned system 
outages, and (iv) poor conformance with standards.2 Mission:data has drafted guidelines for 
DOE that endeavor to address both (1) and (2) – by, for example, affirming a customer’s moral 
right to share their energy data with any entity they wish, while simultaneously adopting 
common-sense measures such as uptime requirements to prevent bad-faith actors from 
pretending to implement Green Button Connect while undermining its operation in practice. The 
following guidelines, linked below, represent the synthesis of our experience over the past 
decade and experience with data portability policies and practices, and Mission:data strongly 
urges DOE to adopt them:  
 
http://www.missiondata.io/s/20230209-Missiondata-DOE-data-portability-guidelines_final.pdf  
 

50. What are best practices for minimizing the complications of data collection, allowing data 

sharing where needed, and ensuring data security? Is there an opportunity to build upon Green 

Button and Green Button Connect?  

 
Response to 50: The best way to “build upon” Green Button Connect is to require the adoption 
of consistent, nationwide practices across electric and gas utilities. Only then can automated 
software solutions reach a scale that dramatically reduces the administrative burden and costs of 
program implementation. Toward that end, Mission:data provides the following guidelines that 
serve to fulfill the IRA’s requirement to “develop and publish guidelines for States relating to 
residential electric and natural gas energy data sharing.” 
 
http://www.missiondata.io/s/20230209-Missiondata-DOE-data-portability-guidelines_final.pdf  
 
 

                                                
2 http://www.missiondata.io/s/Energy-Data-Portability.pdf  



N. Open Response 

 

59. Is there anything else DOE should be aware of as it develops program design guidance and 

support for these rebate programs? 

 

Response to 59:  As described in our opening general comment above, Mission:data strongly 

believes that DOE should pursue a two-phased data-sharing regime that brings value to 

implementers (and aggregators) in the short term via aggregated reporting while setting the stage 

for increased innovation and deeper energy savings by contractors in years 2-10 of the program 

via permission-based usage data transfers. The diagrams below illustrate our proposal:  

 
 

    
 
Fig. 1: Phase A, the initial phase for many states, provides targeting and portfolio-level savings 

reports to SEOs, implementers and aggregators in the short term without requiring residents to 

provide permission to access their individual usage data. Anonymity is protected by aggregation 

and mathematical obfuscation techniques such as differential privacy. Phase B, which enables 

permission-based transfers from customers to contractors and aggregators, is meant to co-exist 

alongside Phase A, though it may take some time for utilities in some states to implement.  

 
Phase A is composed of analysis and reporting tools – typically offered by the electric and/or gas 
utility – that withhold individual customers’ usage data using aggregation methods. Many state 
laws or rules require customer consent for utilities to release individual usage records, and such 
processes can be paper-based and time-consuming. Among states that currently lack the ability to 
easily and electronically provide energy data portability, Phase A brings near-term value to 
SEOs, contractors and aggregators by showing portfolio-level snapshots of energy savings 
without individual customer consent.3  

                                                
3 Of course, a customer would consent to an energy retrofit. But attaining customer consent for energy 
data-sharing at the same time as receiving consent for a retrofit is not always possible due to state-specific 
consent laws that are sometimes prescriptive, manual and anachronistic. For instance, most utilities will 
reject a contractor’s request for customer energy data if the request is based solely on the representation 
of the contractor that the consent was validly obtained. DOE’s objectives can be realized by avoiding, 



 
Phase B – which complements Phase A and, in many jurisdictions, can exist alongside Phase A 
– is the permission-based exchange of energy data. In Phase B, a customer would give his or her 
consent to a utility to electronically transfer energy data to SEOs, contractors and/or aggregators. 
In 2023, some states such as California are largely able to immediately offer permission-based, 
electronic sharing of electricity and natural gas usage data. Phase B enables contractors and 
aggregators to track the performance of individual homes over time, providing critical 
information for improving energy savings over time.  
 
In addition to recommending Phases A and B to DOE, Mission:data wants to emphasize that 
there are currently many different methods for customer-selected entities to access energy usage 
data. In areas where utilities do not yet offer Green Button Connect, various alternatives have 
been erected in order to provide energy management companies with energy usage information. 
Thus, our strong recommendation is for DOE to explicitly sanction multiple usage data 

pathways including, but not limited to, Green Button Connect, bill scraping, sensors/submeters 
and manual uploads. The table below explains these options that together are currently in use 
across the vast majority of the United States. 
  

                                                

temporarily, such consent difficulties by using aggregated reporting to program administrators, 
contractors and aggregators.  



 

Method for accessing 

electric and gas usage 

data 

Description 

Green Button Connect 
(electric, gas) 

 
Six (6) states, covering approximately 37 million electric 
meters, have required at least one major electric utility (and 
often a gas utility) to electronically provide energy usage and 
other data at the request of a customer according to the North 
American standard Green Button Connect (GBC). GBC is 
used for a wide range of purposes ranging from rooftop solar 
to demand response and energy efficiency programs. 

Bill scraping (electric, gas, 
propane, fuel oil) 

When customers share their login credentials to a utility’s 
website with a third party, that third party can automatically 
access bill history and energy usage data. Optical character 
recognition (OCR) and various machine-learning (ML) 
algorithms standardize readings across utilities, quickly 
distinguish actual from estimated meter readings, and prevent 
input errors that would otherwise be caused by human data 
entry. Bill scraping is one of the dominant methods used 
nationwide for sharing energy information.  

Sensors/submeters 
(electric, gas) 

Customer-owned sensors and submeters are also used in 
circumstances where the utility’s measurements are 
unavailable or inaccessible. Examples include submeters such 
eGauge; smart breaker panels such as SPAN; and optical 
sensors attached to utility electric or gas meters.  

Manual uploads (electric, 
gas, propane, fuel oil) 

Sometimes the easiest way to compile a customer’s energy 
usage is to manually assemble and upload records into a 
website. 

    
In order to have the most impact in the near term, we urge DOE not to prevent these methods of 
acquiring energy data from functioning properly for program execution. If, for example, DOE 
were to require SEOs to receive customer energy data exclusively via Green Button Connect it 
would seriously hamper implementation, since Green Button Connect is only available for 
approximately 37 million electric customers nationwide (and the number of natural gas 
customers is much smaller). To begin, DOE should take this opportunity to explicitly endorse 



any of the above methods for gathering energy data as acceptable for SEOs given the wide 
variety of methods that currently exist, under a “do no harm” approach. At the same time, DOE 
should act quickly to publish guidelines concerning Green Button Connect-style data-sharing in 
order to encourage SEOs and utilities nationwide to move forward toward a modern, electronic, 
standards-based approach.  
 

 

60. What evaluations, research, reports, or other resources can help inform DOE’s program 

guidance? 

 

Response to 60: A recent California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”) decision (D.23-02-

002, February 20234) is particularly relevant to Phase A and how to apply aggregation 

techniques to derive value from energy usage data without violating customer privacy. One of 

the key benefits of aggregation – if processed using differential privacy methods, further 

explained below – is that calculating energy savings across a portfolio of homes requires access 

to non-participating homes’ energy usage data. Of course, as a practical matter, it is extremely 

difficult if not impossible to get permission from non-participants to have their energy data 

analyzed; by definition, they are not participating in any rebate program and do not see any value 

in granting their consent. 

 

The first – and somewhat obvious – solution to this problem is for the utility to conduct the 

portfolio-level savings analysis because the utility has access to non-participants’ usage data. As 

explained above, our recommended Phase A puts the utility in precisely that role. However, the 

CPUC decision takes an important step further that DOE should take note of: It required that 

non-participants’ usage data be shared to approved non-utility implementers for energy 

efficiency programs within the provisions of a data security agreement. The CPUC reasoned 

that, as long as reasonable privacy protections are in place, the utility need not have a monopoly 

over the custody of all energy usage data, and that the public interest and grid operations were 

served by sharing all customer usage data with implementers – both participants’ and non-

participants’. This is critical to opening the door to SEOs providing the energy savings analysis 

needed for program administration without being dependent upon a utility. The decision granted 

non-utility entities (or their agents) the ability to securely handle energy usage data for the 

purpose of program implementation. 

 

DOE should encourage SEOs nationwide to seek access to all of the data they need from their 

state’s utilities. The fastest and easiest method is for utilities to provide the aggregated reports 

recommended above. However, if utilities are not cooperative or the SEO’s program 

administration needs exceed what the utility can provide, the CPUC decision above demonstrates 

that states can use their regulatory authority to access both participant and non-participant energy 

                                                
4 https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M501/K931/501931085.PDF  



usage data. State agencies can rely on entities with expertise to protect this data on their behalf in 

order to maximize the impacts and ensure accountability of program implementation.  

 

A general overview and state-by-state examples of risk-based data access frameworks can be 

found in the DOE-funded guidelines specific to energy usage data “use cases” including 

portfolio-level energy savings.5 The guide, Energy Data Access: Guide to Leveraging 

Differential Privacy, provides a practical application for using different privacy in a risk-based 

framework. Differential privacy provides an analytically rigorous method for disclosing statistics 

about a population without revealing an individual’s characteristics and is used by the U.S. 

Census Bureau. We encourage DOE to cite the aforementioned guide in its program references 

and resources for SEOs, and require that states submit a data sharing plan as part of their 

application for funding. 

                                                
5 https://edp.recurve.com/regulatory-guide.html  


